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People Operations

Balloon

Balloon is a remote-first company
with a platform built to help leaders
and organizations establish effective
decision-making, increase
productivity, and tap into new
innovations from their teams.

Betterworks
(Hyphen)

Betterworks Engage, previously
"Hyphen", helps leaders collect
honest feedback from employees,
identify opportunities, and prioritize
the actions that build trust and drive
engagement.

Bridge

By combining purpose-built software
and best-in-class legal experts,
Bridge helps companies execute
efficient and organized immigration
processes, provide a superior
experience to international
employees, and run a more
proactive and informed immigration
function.

We are offering one month of free access to
Balloon with unlimited flights for up to 20
participants.
After that you can continue to use the platform
for $50 a month. We look forward to bringing
the power of Balloon to more teams.

Offering free Remote Work Preparedness
Evaluation surveys and free Remote Work
Pulse surveys on our Employee Engagement
survey and analytics platform, for a duration of
3 months.
We have templates that will help companies
Betterworks Offer arnaud+free@betterworks.com
launch this in minutes as they are surely busy
with many other things these days. They will
have access to real-time analytics to
understand which teams need more attention,
what help employees need in priority, as well
as track over time how their employees are
feeling in this new remote work world.
Bridge is offering FREE immigration
consultations to any company or international
employee affected by the crisis, along with
FREE immigration legal work (e.g. work visa
applications) to health care companies.
Bridge Offer

romish@bridge.legal

We're continuing to educate the community
about the impact of coronavirus on the
immigration ecosystem, but the situation is
changing daily so don't hesitate to reach out
with questions.
ChartHop is making Scenario Planning
available to organizations at no cost.

ChartHop

Visualize, plan and understand the
past, present and future of your
organization — with confidence.

Now more than ever, your stakeholders need
to be aligned on the current state of your
ChartHop Offer
organization so you can create, approve,
execute, and most importantly, iterate on
organizational plans as business conditions
continue to change.

ian@charthop.com

Executive
Networks

Executive Networks has unique
access to the most senior HR
leaders in Global 1000 companies.
Few people understand the
challenges of the senior HR
executive. Make meaningful
connections with those who do.
Meet with experienced professionals
just like you to share ideas and bring
new approaches to your business.

Mighty

Mighty is offering a free 3-month trial to select
companies. Mighty creates a shared context
Mighty delivers work visibility, team for remote teams to stay in sync and operate
alignment, and people recognition. with more clarity and purpose. Mighty
No matter how teams are organized captures work streams from project
Mighty Offer
or where they sit, Mighty helps you management tools to deliver team,
stay in sync and operate with clarity department, or company-wide visibility into
and purpose.
what work is happening, what priorities that
work is aligned to, and prompts colleagues for
feedback and recognition based on that work.

brent@mightylabs.com

Pinkaloo

Pinkaloo democratizes philanthropy
and charitable giving. That means
that we help business of all sizes
engage their employees and
communities through philanthropy
and we help donors manage their
giving. We make it possible for all
companies to give back and to
engage their employees and
customers in that journey.

To be as responsive to COVID-19 as possible,
we're focusing our resources towards fast
deployments. We've committed to cutting
Pinkaloo Offer
launch times in half, launching white-label
crowd-fundraising campaigns in 48 hours and
full workplace giving programs in 2 weeks.

moderngiving@pinkaloo.com

Sapling

Saping is a People Operations
platform for distributed and remote
organizations. The technology gives
you powerful tools to drive
repeatable and consistent processes
for teams in any location.

We're currently offering Sapling free for three
months to help HR and People teams manage
Contact Sapling
distributed teams better. Mention PeopleTech
Partners when claiming your offer.

nick.ferdon@trysapling.com

Usually, all discussions and sharing are
treated as confidential, however, in light of the
Covid-19 pandemic, we’re “opening up our
Executive
firewall” and sharing many of the network
Networks Offer
discussions/surveys publicly (if they aren’t
deemed private or sensitive in nature

mdulworth@executivenetworks.com

Twine

Twine has partnered with 100s of
CPOs to build a beautiful people
analytics platform that results in 10x
better analytics. Integrating 20+
sources of HR data, Twine helps
People leaders at companies like
CreditKarma, Zapier and Segment
understand, visualize and analyze
their organizations - from workforce
to attrition to recruiting and more.

Twine has launched the CPO Hub, the #1
place for Chief People Officers to share
knowledge and learn from each other. Twine’s
CPO Hub centralizes news, HR/legal updates, Twine Offer
and network intelligence. Given the COVID
crisis, we have opened up this feature to every
Chief People Officer in the community.

community@twinelabs.com

Support for Parents & Families

Carrot

Simplify the complex world of
fertility. Carrot is the easiest way to
deliver fertility care to employees
everywhere.

Cleo

Cleo’s mission is to build trust and
connection with families, guiding
them on their journeys through life
as parents. With modern Support for
Global and Growing Companies
Cleo’s worldwide network of
practitioners supports families in 50+
countries through their lifecycle.

Grayce

Grayce helps families navigate
support of aging loved ones. We
provide a holistic solution for
progressive employers seeking
inclusive and modern family
benefits.

Anyone who needs help with fertility care like
IVF, egg freezing, IUI, adoption now has a
FREE resource. As you'll see on our
dedicated page, our team of fertility experts -called the Care Team -- are answering
questions for free from non-members in
whatever spare capacity we have.

Carrot Offer

tammy@get-carrot.com

Members will of course take priority -- but if we
can help anyone else, we will. Fertility
treatments are being cancelled, delayed and it
is causing quite a bit of confusion and stress.
We can offer the latest information, news,
guidance and emotional support.

Support system for working parents:
We've just opened up our expert Guides to the
Cleo Offer
public starting next week. our team of
OBGYNs, Nurses, Midwives and Pediatric
Psychologists will be available weekly.

We're opening our support to anyone in need.
If you need expert support personally or want
to support your team with aging loved ones,
Contact Grayce
please contact us directly and let us know how
we can help.

sj@hicleo.com

julia@withgrayce.com

Helpr

LeaveLogic

At home care support for child and
adult

One complimentary virtual kids' group class
booked through the Helpr support team.
Families can select and book an activity led by
Helpr Offer
our helprs. We are also offering a live webinar
with Q&A to employers that want to keep their
parent employees informed on the best work
from home practices while caring for children.

Supporting employers and employees during
times of change. Events happen. Policies
change. Planned or unplanned, LeaveLogic is
here to support you and your employees' realtime leave education and planning needs. We
Revolutionzing the employee leave
actively monitor changes to legislation and
experience with the leading
Contact
statutory benefits information is continuously
employee leave planning, education
LeaveLogic
updated so you don't have to.
and navigation solution

hello@helpr-app.com

sales@leavelogic.com

Offer: 1 month FREE for an annual
subscription OR 3 months FREE + 20%
discount on a 3-year subscription when you
sign up by 6/1/20

Coaching

Bravely

Easy Starter Package: If you’re interested in
rolling Bravely out more broadly at this time
when individual support is most needed, we’re
Bravely connects employees to onalso offering discounted rates and flexible
demand professional coaching in the key
terms to make it easy to serve your people
Contact Bravely
moments that define the employee
and augment your team during this critical
experience.
moment. We want to make sure you can get
what your people need today, without feeling
like you can’t re-evaluate later.

Cultivate

Scale leadership coaching to every
manager with AI. We don’t “pulse”
managers and their team with
repetitive surveys or diagnostics.
Instead, Cultivate uses AI to learn
passively from a manager’s natural
flow of work.

toby@workbravely.com

We are offering Cultivate for FREE for the rest
of 2020 with no user limits for our enterprise
customers.
So we will eat the costs of installation, setup,
training, and companies can offer it to as
many people in the company as they want.
(For companies with over 500 employees)

Cultivate Offer

joe@trycultivate.com

Hone

Lingo Live

Sayge

The all-in-one training platform for
modern teams.

The Hone team has decades of combined
experience developing and delivering training
content remotely, and as contribution to the
community during this challenging time we are
offering:
Hone Offer
We are offering complimentary training
workshops such as “Managing Remote
Teams” and “Leading Through Difficult
Times”. We are also offering free consulting.

savina.perez@honehq.com

Customized online coaching to
improve communication skills

Lingo Live is offering 3 free coaching sessions
for people managers who are newly remote
on the following topics which we call mini
courses: Facilitating remote team meetings,
Effective one-on-ones in a remote world,
Lingo Live Offer
Mitigating conflict within distributed teams,
Communicating effectively in a remote, WFH
world (i.e. cadence, frequency, format).
Reflecting on your career and life goals,
Effective writing (long-form and short-form).

tyler@lingolive.com

Professional Development for
People-First Companies: Powerful
one-to-one coaching to attract,
develop and retain the best people,
at scale.

Sayge is offering all People Leaders a free 1:1
Coaching Session with Katie Stricker, Sayge's
Co-Founder and Chief Coaching Officer, to
help ensure they have the support they need
at this time.
In addition, with many in-person L&D
Sayge Offer
programs being postponed or canceled, we
know it's more important than ever that your
people have access to professional
development support. To make it easy to
deliver this support at scale, Sayge is offering
its 100% virtual 1:1 coaching pilots at specially
discounted rates.

katie@hellosayge.com

Trybe is leadership coaching or
workshops with built-in practice.


Trybe

We combine in-person training and
our AI micro-learning brain training
gym to make practice simple, tiny
and motivating. So you see
measurable impact. Fast.

Beginning Friday 3/27, Trybe will be offering
FREE "Building Resilience" group coaching
sessions.
The focus of Building Resilience - is to help
you invest in energy-giving ways to manage
stress and anxiety in the face of COVID-19.
Trybe Offer
There will be an optional opportunity to stick
around for 30min and get setup for 2 weeks of
free access to our brain gym to turn the skills
covered into daily habits. Anyone from the
PTP community is welcome to sign up for just
1 or all 4 sessions.

naomi@trybe.ai

Perks, Health & Wellness
We are making Brightday’s ergo guidance
software FREE to companies and individuals
for the duration of the crisis.

BrightDay

Compt

Northstar
Money

Brightday is the first computer
software that uses AI and
augmented reality to teach and
encourage better posture.

We help you to build, streamline,
and scale perk allowances that will
delight your team and give your
company a more productive and
engaged workforce.

The simple fact is we can help those adjusting
to Work From Home manage their basic ergo Brightday Offer
good health. Our software provides short
educational videos on desk set-up and good
posture for sit or stand set-ups. Users then get
to practice that via real-time monitoring while
they are working and learn their tendencies.

richard@brightday.com

Compt was designed to support 100%
personalized perks for all employees - so it
works especially well for remote teams who
can't be limited to a shortlist of vendors.
We want to support companies as they go
through a dramatic shift to remote work right
now so we are offering (for the first time ever)
FREE use of Compt between now and June 1,
No credit card, no commitment.

Compt Offer

amy@compt.io

First, if you personally are interested in
financial coaching, we're covering the first
month free for a personal membership — you
can (virtually) chat 1-on-1 with a Northstar
CFP.

Northstar money is an all-in-one
Northstar Money
personal finance guidance, tracking
Offer
We've also been running free public Q&A
& automation.
virtual town halls, like this one next week on
Tuesday, March 24th at 12pm PT. If you're an
employer interested in running a free webinar
for your employees, we'd be happy to chat.

will@northstarmoney.com

Physera

We want to help people get the Physical
Therapy care they need without risking
transmission of covid-19. Physera is a leader
in remote PT with licensed clinicians. Our
Reduce pain, speed recovery and
program helps employees get convenient
get lasting relief through
access to high quality PTs over videochat and
individualized exercise programs
helps employers reduce spend on avoidable
Physera Offer
and on-going support from an expert downstream musculoskeletal procedures
physical therapist – all through your (surgeries, imaging, opioids/Rx).
smartphone.
We have streamlined our launch process in
this time of crisis and are offering discounts for
employers who launch with us through June
30, 2020

Spring Health

Spring Health centralizes all
behavioral health services behind a
single front door. We accelerate
recovery by placing each person in
the appropriate level of care for them
from the start.

Spring Health wants to help HR Leaders put
themselves first with these offers: We’re
inviting the HR Community to use unlimited
Contact Spring
therapy sessions at no cost until the end of
Health
May. Online training for managers on how to
manage through times of distress, hosted by
Spring Health's Clinical Care Navigator team.

dan@physera.com

sales@springhealth.com

Offering FREE 120 minutes to use on 1-on-1
live video calls with TaskHuman pros.

Task Human

For Companies: FREE rollout for your
organization. This will give all employees
instant access to 1-on-1 live video calls with
We combine a world-class
our network of skilled wellness providers—
technology platform with a vetted
which they can do from the safety of their
provider network. This results in high home.
quality, evidence-based care to
guide each employee on their path Each employee will receive 30 minutes of
to recovery
FREE coaching on us.
FREE weekly live wellness webinars,
including virtual yoga and time-management
best practices, led by our coaches. Email to
be set up in 24 hours.

TaskHuman Offer ravi@taskhuman.com

XP Health

XP Health is helping during the crisis with two
offers: 100% waiver on our corporate fees
($20/visit/employee) to our concierge onsite
vision care service. And we reduced the
Did you know that 42% of
minimum number of employees per office from
employees don't use their vision
500 to 300. Free upgrades to our Blue Light
benefits? XP Health solves this
Blocking Lenses - especially now with people
problem by optimizing your
organization's existing benefits at no working from home, almost 100% of the time XP Health Offer
extra cost. Optimized vision benefits: we are in front of a screen, with massive
Increase utilization for a benefit you’ potential damage to our eyes. Using lenses
that filters the blue-light helps alleviate the sore already providing to your
called computer vision syndrome. As we are
employees.
an onsite service, many of our clients will use
us as a "welcome back to the office" present
to their employees.

antonio@xphealth.co

If your company is going through a layoff, you
can submit a spreadsheet to us of the people
Drafted unlocks the full potential of laid off and we'll put them in front of 1000
recruiters for free at www.layoffs.tech. We are Contact Drafted
your company network to source,
qualify, and hire the right candidates. offering free consultations to help with ROI
and cost optimization analysis - email us and
say "PeopleTech Consulting.

vinayak@drafted.us

Talent, Hiring & Recruiting

Drafted

ExecThread

Fetcher

Our vision is of a business world in
which the best job opportunities are
equally accessible, and the playing
is level.
We believe that senior-level roles
should be accessible to all qualified
professionals, not just a chosen few.

ExecThread is a free service to exec-level job
seekers (at the Director-level and above), and
ExecThread Offer joe@execthread.com
we also offer free job postings to any company
that’s hiring at the Director-level and above.

Our crowdsourced marketplace
connects the best and brightest from We're currently offering the Fetcher online
all
backgrounds
with theAutomation
best
sourcing extension free for the next 2 months.
Full-Service
Recruiting
executive-level
career
opportunities
Platform. Simplify
Sourcing.
Fetcher Offer
and top hiring
companies.
Optimize
Outreach.
Hire Top Talent. Mention PeopleTech Partners when claiming
your offer.

melissa@fetcher.ai

Our team at Hallo is offering a free tier for HR
teams.
We realize companies will still need to hire
and fill critical roles in their organization and
will not be able to travel to regularly scheduled Contact Hallo
events this year. Hallo, an online events
platform, will allow new companies to join and
host a free digital event to communicate with
potential candidates at over 200 Universities
across the U.S and Canada.

Hallo

Manage your brand with tools built
on direct connections between
companies and students.

RecruitBot

Because of the incredible amount of churn
with employment right now, we're looking to
empower companies that are currently hiring
Find more qualified candidates,
to connect with those who were laid off. We
faster than you ever thought
possible. Harness the power of big make it easy to find and connect with email in
RecruitBot Offer
data and machine learning to fill your a more authentic way than via other more
recruiting pipeline with people you’d conventional channels. To make it easier for
companies to help by hiring, we are offering a
love to hire.
free 2 week trial. We're also happy to help
provide resources to help hire remotely.

jschiff@therecruitbot.com

Searchlight

Harness the power of big data and
machine learning to fill your
recruiting pipeline with people you’d
love to hire.

kerry@searchlight.ai

Companies who need to restructure their
processes for remote interviewing and
onboarding can have free access to
Searchlight for 2 months.

Contact
Searchlight

vh@hallothere.com

Stellares

STELLARES is a deep tech
company that builds A.I.-powered
products to help talent find highly
vetted career opportunities while
helping companies connect with
talent through meaningful
storytelling.

Special: entirely free introductions to tech
candidates fitting your roles. No commitment.
No strings. No contract. Nada. Just meet great
Contact Stellares roi@stellares.ai
people. Limited to 10 companies. We would
send them those candidates who fit their jobs.
Just like that. No cost/tricks. All good karma.

Terminal

We build skilled remote engineering
teams so you can focus on hitting
your goals. More than just recruiting,
Terminal takes care of everything
remote teams need to thrive – from
little things like managing office
logistics to big things like benefits,
legal, and community.

Our goal is to help hiring managers and
candidates connect and onboard onto new
teams despite disrupted work environments.
Searchlight builds candidate profiles on
strengths, weaknesses, and team fit from their
Contact Terminal peopletech@terminal.io
past managers and colleagues. This helps
facilitate an understanding of who the
candidate is that’s harder to attain remotely.
Integration into ATS and onboarding takes 30
minutes so we can be up-and-running asap.

Vetty

Vetty provides friction-free
background screening solutions
where seamless navigation and
automation replaces complex
background screening workflows
and poor user experience. In Vetty,
applicants engage through their
reuseable, updatable, and compliant
Vetty Profiles providing faster
onboarding, better candidate
experience, and delivering a strong
ROI.

Offer: 50%+ off Online Competitors Best
PricingVetty Basic Check - $10.00 (Market
$30.00)
Vetty Standard Check - $25.00 (Market
$55.00)
Vetty Enhanced Check - $45.00 (Market
$80.00)
Vetty Pulse Check - $2.00 (Market $5.00)

Vetty Offer

Brad@vetty.co

Bridge + Nova
Credit Webinar

romish@bridge.legal

Webinars & Documents

Bridge

By combining purpose-built software
and best-in-class legal experts,
Bridge helps companies execute
efficient and organized immigration Webinar: U.S. Immigration in the Age of
Coronavirus
processes, provide a superior
experience to international
employees, and run a more
proactive and informed immigration
function.

Cleo

Cleo’s mission is to build trust and
connection with families, guiding
them on their journeys through life
as parents.

Working With & Supporting Kids

Cleo Webinar

sj@hicleo.com

Five to Nine

Five to Nine helps organizers
manage and evaluate internal
company programs with ease.

Inclusive culture and adjusting teams to
remote communities

Five to Nine
Webinar

jasmine@fivetonine.com

Grayce

Grayce helps families navigate
support of aging loved ones. We
provide a holistic solution for
progressive employers seeking
inclusive and modern family
benefits.

Grayce Webinar: Supporting Aging Loved
Ones During COVID-19

Grayce Webinar

julia@withgrayce.com

Hone

The all-in-one training platform for
modern teams

Training Remote Teams

Hone Webinar

savina@honehq.com

Rocket Lawyer

All the legal help you need. Anytime. Free coronavirus-related legal documents and Rocket Lawyer
Anywhere.
attorney Q&A
Offer

Sparrow

Our software-based service
accommodates each employee’s unique Caring for your team in the COVID-19
needs, ensuring a best-in-class employee pandemic
experience.

abusch@rocketlawyer.com

Sparrow Webinar d@trysparrow.com

